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Regulators Reaction within RI

• Assessment of the situation 

�What went wrong ?

�What could (we) have done better ?

• Which lessons could we learn from this event?

�Better planning and coordination reduces damages 

�Make available more of the (existing!) transport capacity is a must

�Reverse flow, flexibility, newly “discovered” pipelines

�Market integration and a fully functioning gas market truly is an 

important SoS contribution 

�Actual damages by far exceed the cost of reverse flow and needed

additional pipelines

�Unilateral measures hurt everyone

�Coordination between TSOs, MSs, Regulators needed
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Natural gas imports from the Russian Federation
as a proportion of Gross inland consumption by EU MS in 2007

Quelle: Eurogas
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Design of Gas Infrastructure reflects 
historical gas flows
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Effects of import cuts on countries
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Additional spot LNG to Greece & Turkey

Yamal increase

Blue Stream increase

Increase Germany - Croatia 

Increasing Croatian production share off-take

Reverse flow Czech to Slovakia

Hungary increase to 
Serbia & Bosnia

Reverse flow from Greece to Bulgaria

Source: IEA

18/01/09 – After 10 d reverse flows took place
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SEE: Investments in market integration vs. 
economic losses of the Russian supply cut

• Reverse Flow investments in South East Europe 80-90 Mio. €

� The European Energy Programme for Recovery will allow the recovery of up to 50% of the 
implementation costs of the accepted projects. 

• Economic losses of the gas crises (reported by public Authorities)

� Bulgaria: 255 Mio. €

� Hungary: 70 Mio.€

� Croatia: 270 Mio.€

� Serbia: 54 Mio.€

� Slovakia: ?
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Reverse Flows – Cost Allocation

Regulators of the SSE region are consulting on cost allocation 

of reverse flow investments:

� In case there is no market demand for reverse flow capacity

� In case the reverse flow costs are significant

�Option 1: TSO in the benefitting MS to contribute to through a 

one-time subsidy for construction costs

�Option 2: TSO in the benefitting MS to contribute to through a 

longer-term contract with monthly payments
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Manual for the prevention of natural gas 
crises  - Roles and responsibilities

NEW: Emergency measures have been prepared and will be tested once again in 
November 2009 (first Test Oct. 2008) – Focus on disruption management of large 

industrial customers and gasfired power plants

NEW: Definition of the 
process on disruption 
management for large gas 
customers
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� Trigger 1

� forecasted consumption = available supply capacity

and

� situation is likely to become worse

� Trigger 2

� forecasted consumption > available supply capacity (but < total 

supply capacity)

and

� critical pressure in transmission pipelines

� Trigger 3

� forecasted consumption > total supply capacity

and

� critical pressure in transmission pipelines

Triggers for measures are defined
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3 defined triggers with predefined measures

Imports

Production

Storage

Demand

SoS monitoring has been improved 
with regard to demand side measures

NEW: Adaption of the SOS decree on Monitoring 
tasks since 1st July including actual and forecast 

data on Transit flows, Power generation – fuel 

switch, District Heating – production and fuel switch
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� Robust monitoring as a sound basis for decision-making

� Collecting relevant data for the preparation of emergency measures

� past, current and forecasted data for demand and supply

� data on large gas users and consumption patterns

� contact persons for emergency situations

� Letting the market function as long as possible

� Analyzing and evaluating the data to avoid premature emergency 

measures

� Clearly defining roles and responsibilities

�Definition of processes for informing, alarming and decision-making

�Ensuring transparency for market participants

� Ex-ante preparation of concrete emergency measures and practicing of 
emergency situations

Successful SOS mechanisms should include...
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1) Better coordinated gas dispatching

�Problem: gas for most affected MS took more than 10 days to arrive
�Example: gas flow from Greece to Bulgaria started only on 18 January
�Proposal: optimization of gas flow management on a regional level by 

appropriate mechanisms

2) Better coordinated infrastructure planning

�Problem: infrastructure is planned with a mainly national view
�Example: missing interconnection between Hungary and Croatia, 

Romania and Bulgaria, etc.
�Proposal: regional planning of infrastructure and modeling of emergency 

situations and their effects on the regional grid

Areas of needed improvement - 1
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3) Making reverse flows possible

�Problem: historically transmission systems were designed only for one-
directional flows (E-W)

�Example: transit pipelines through e.g. A, CZ, SK
�Proposal: conversion of compressor and metering stations to allow for bi-

directional gas flows which only requires minor investment (obligation for 
TSOs)

4) Exchange of information

�Problem: evaluation of supply situation in one MS might require 
information on the supply situation in upstream MS

�Example: UK Network Emergency Coordinator needed information on 
storage levels in other MS to assess the sufficiency of domestic long 
range storage levels 

�Proposal: exchange of national monitoring results as part of an EU-wide 
early warning system e.g. via ACER

Areas of needed improvement - 2
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5) Coordination of national emergency plans
�Problem: emergency measures implemented in one MS may affect 

other MS
�Example: SK law obliges Slovak storage system operators to stop 

deliveries to companies supplying foreign customers in emergency
situations

�Proposal: Notification of emergency plans to ACER which shall aim at 
eliminating contradictions and ensuring consistency of the plans

6) Avoid unilateral measures at the expense of other MS as such
protectionism ultimately will hurt everyone

Areas of needed improvement - 3
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Reaction on European level

� Draft Regulation on SOS (2010)

Improve SOS Monitoring

N-1 Standard 

Coordinated emergency plans

� Gas Coordination Group (ongoing)

Monitoring of SOS data

Emergency Scenarios

� European Energy Programme for Recovery (already decided)

� GTE Reverse Flow Study (2010/11)

Increase Flexibility of Gas Flows

� ERGEG Framework Guidelines (2011)

Capacity Allocation & Congestion management

European Investment Plan
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Short-term measures
�Improving coordinated gas dispatching between adjacent TSOs
�Investments in stations to make bi-directional flows possible
�Investments to make system more flexible in emergency situations
�Designation of NRAs to monitor security of supply consistently across 

the EU
�Exchange of monitoring information between NRAs

Medium-term measures
�Develop emergency plans with some degree of coordination in all MS
�Inclusion of security of supply considerations e.g. emergency scenarios 

in the regional and EU-wide 10-year network development plans
�Revise the SoS Directive
�Coordination of national emergency plans by ACER

Long-term policy measures
�Re-Organisation of transit through Ukraine
�Diversification of supply sources and routes (pipelines and LNG)
�Reducing gas import dependency through increasing energy efficiency
�Look at the potential of “unconventional gas” in Europe � US example

Summary and recommendations
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Further information
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Thank you!


